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A b s t r a c t
This study used 57 adolescent substance abusers receiving treatment and 510 
adolescent controls in a validation of the Teen Substance Abuse Rating Scale (TSARS; 
Hemstreet, 1991). The TSARS was originally designed as a relatively brief, easy to 
read self-report questionnaire to discriminate between adolescent substance abusers 
and nonabusers. The 92 items of the TSARS represent specific behaviors that are 
answered in a Yes/No format. The TSARS was examined to determine if it would meet 
validity criteria presented by Winters (1990) and Swadi (1990), as well as those 
presented in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (APA, 1985). A 
principal components factor analysis revealed 2 stable TSARS factors including a total 
of 53 of the original TSARS items. Further analyses were completed on the revised 
53-item TSARS. Factor 1, Substance Usage, appeared to relate primarily to 
adolescent substance involvement, while Factor 2, Interpersonal Skills, was broadly 
construed as representative of specific social skills. Internal consistency was found to 
be adequate for the 53 TSARS items (Alpha=0.94). Significant correlations (p<.01) 
were found between the TSARS and two measures of adolescent substance abuse, the 
Personal Experience Inventory (PEI; Winters & Henley, 1989) and the Substance 
Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI; Miller, 1985). A discriminant function 
analysis showed the TSARS discriminated significantly (p<.0000) between adolescent 
substance abusers and controls. The TSARS classified 92.65% of the subjects by 
group correctly. A Lie Scale included as part of the TSARS was also examined. It was 
reduced from 12 to 9 items that met an endorsement rate of >.90 or <.10. The 9-item 
Lie Scale showed promise as a possible measure of atypical response patterns, but 
further evidence is needed of it's reliability. Though several limitations of this study 
were presented, the TSARS showed promise of becoming a widely used and researched 
self-report measure of adolescent substance abuse.
v i i i
I n t r o d u c t i o n
Adolescent substance abuse has become an increasingly prevalent problem in 
recent years. Oetting and Beauvais (1990) examined national and local survey data 
that showed alcohol and drug usage in the fourth and fifth grades was already becoming 
prominent, and there was a dramatic increase from the sixth to ninth grades. Their 
review showed alcohol to be the most widely used substance, with tobacco, marijuana, 
and stimulant use following closely behind. Moskowitz and Jones (1988) polled school 
administrators to determine their views of the current adolescent drug problem. They 
found that from 1980 to 1985, approximately one in six students were attending 
schools that reported a serious problem with alcohol abuse. In addition, from 1984 to 
1985, approximately one in seven students were attending schools that reported drug 
usage as a serious problem. Smart and Adolf (1986) reported that between 1977 and 
1985, there was a significant increase in the proportion of adolescent drug users 
admitting to the use of multiple illicit drugs. The use of cocaine by adolescents has 
risen yearly since 1979. Once cocaine usage was initiated, O'Malley, Bachman, and 
Johnston (1984; 1988) report that it usually increased sharply following high 
school.
Although several studies have reported a decline in the use of most illicit 
substances in recent years (e.g., Moskowitz & Jones, 1988; O'Malley et al., 1988), 
Mensch and Kandel (1988) believe the use of illicit drugs other than marijuana has 
been seriously underreported on national surveys where interviews were utilized as a 
data source. They found that the more socially unacceptable the substance, the stronger 
was this bias in underreporting usage.
Even if the reported data are an underrepresentation of current trends in 
substance usage, the results of the studies mentioned above are alarming considering
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the overwhelming costs to society of adolescent substance usage (Anglin & Speckart, 
1988; Deschenes, Anglin, & Speckart, 1991). Something must be done to identify 
adolescent substance abusers early in order to decrease such costs to society.
Knot and O'Neill (1990) listed additional pragmatic concerns that support a 
need to develop measures of adolescent substance abuse. First, prevention efforts 
require scientific validation in order to establish more clear objectives and 
concentrate efforts on at-risk children. Second, the courts are applying pressure on 
those who assess substance abuse, particularly in its early stages, to achieve a higher 
level of accuracy in order to distribute more appropriate sentences for drug-related 
crimes. Third, insurance carriers are now demanding stronger evidence to justify 
treatment modalities, so measures must be directly related to treatment. Finally, as 
the Federal Government mandates further laws related to a drug-free workplace, non- 
invasive measures (such as short self-report measures that can accurately 
differentiate substance abusers from non-abusers) will become increasingly 
necessary.
Given that substance use and abuse has been consistently shown by researchers 
to be a serious problem, school personnel and mental health workers are likely to be 
confronted with the identification of adolescents who may engage in substance abuse on 
a frequent basis. Hence, there is a need for valid measures that can reliably 
differentiate adolescent substance abusers from non-abusers. Accurate screening and 
identification is a first step in reaching the goal of adequate treatment and prevention 
of adolescent substance abuse.
The purpose of this study, then, was the continued development and 
preliminary validation of a reliable instrument for the measurement of adolescent 
substance abuse.
The literature review which follows examines two important aspects of 
adolescent substance abuse that must be considered prior to the development of a new
substance abuse measure: (a) factors related to adolescent substance abuse and (b) 
contemporary issues in the measurement of adolescent substance abuse. Each of these 
sections contains a brief critique of the current literature and points the way to a new 
line of adolescent substance abuse measurement research.
Factors Related to Adolescent Substance Abuse
Given the risk inherent in initiating substance usage prior to age 21 (Kandel & 
Logan, 1984), it is prudent to want to identify users early in order to prevent 
substance abuse. The problem with identification lies in discovering some typical 
characteristics or behaviors in children that are associated with later substance use 
and abuse. To accomplish this, an empirically validated means must be developed to 
recognize risk factors at an early stage (Knot & O'Neill, 1990). Two research 
methods have been widely employed to determine risk factors involved with adolescent 
substance abuse: (a) longitudinal studies and (b) correlational studies. Research 
using each of these methodologies will be discussed separately below.
Results from Longitudinal Research
Block, Block, and Keyes (1988) followed children from the age of 3 to 14 
years of age, testing them at ages 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, and 14. These researchers used two 
types of information in their study. First, self-report data from children were 
obtained to determine the degree of substance use. Second, interview data from 
nursery school teachers, parents, and examining psychologists were used to determine 
personality factors and family context. Block et al. found no significant relationship 
between their measures of substance usage and socioeconomic status, ethnicity, or 
level of general intellectual functioning. For young girls, there was a strong 
relationship between drug usage and family relationships (i.e., permissiveness, 
relaxed attitude, early independence, failure to reinforce sex-typed roles). The 
relationship was not significant for young boys. When considering the usage of hard 
drugs (e.g., cocaine, heroin, etc.), Block et al. found that several personality factors 
from the California Q-set and a revised children's version of this test were 
significantly related to substance use. Female hard drug users were seen as not 
likable, ruminative, anti-intellective, unpredictable, sensuous, guileful, lacking
charm, critical, unarousing of nurturance in others, condescending, overreactive to 
minor frustrations, unsympathetic, and not behaving in a sex-typed manner. Male 
hard drug users were seen as unconservative, rebellious, stretchers of limits, 
undercontrolled, unconcerned with moral values, unproductive, unambitious, self- 
indulgent, and anti-intellective. Marijuana users of both sexes showed similar 
personality patterns to hard drug users.
The Block et al. study was a good attempt to longitudinally determine pre­
substance usage traits and environmental factors involved in later substance use, but 
the measures used to gather data were of questionable reliability and validity (i.e., 
California Child Q-set, self-report measures of substance use). Another shortcoming 
of this study was that it ended when the children were 14 years old. As O'Malley et al. 
(1988) reported, substance use often begins in high school and increases throughout 
the later adolescent years. Therefore, the data from this study has a limited 
application to the development of early identification procedures concerned with 
substance use and abuse in later adolescence.
Through concurrent and longitudinal analyses, Newcomb, Maddahian, and 
Bentler (1986) examined 10 factors considered to place children at risk for drug 
usage in adolescence. The ten factors, which were derived from a comprehensive 
literature review and a survey of those who work with adolescent substance abusers, 
included: low grade point average, lack of religiosity, low self-esteem, 
psychopathology, sensation seeking, lack of social conformity, poor relationships with 
parents, perceived adult drug usage, perceived peer drug usage, and early alcohol use. 
Newcomb et al. found that all ten risk factors correlated significantly with adolescent 
drug usage. The strongest correlations with drug usage were with perceived peer drug 
usage, lack of social conformity, and perceived adult drug usage. These factors did not 
differ based on gender. Newcomb et al. also found that as the number of risk factors 
increased, the likelihood of the individual being a drug user was also increased.
Newcomb et al. provided descriptive information that could be useful in the 
detection of children at risk for later substance abuse; however, their study included 
certain methodological limitations. The decision as to the number of factors studied 
was seemingly arbitrary and important information may have been deleted. Also, the 
measurement of the variables was conducted through self-report items (i.e., four 
items selected for each risk factor) taken from various existing scales (e.g., Sensation 
Seeking Scale) or scales from previous research which may not have been previously 
validated. The validity and reliability of the scales was not examined by Newcomb et 
al. (1986) and may or may not have been appropriate for use in this type of study. 
This oversight raises questions regarding the validity of the correlations between each 
factor and the measured use of substances.
One other longitudinal study (Windle, 1990) examined antisocial behaviors in 
a national sample from early to late adolescence. This was accomplished by reviewing 
records of personal and property offenses and eliciting self-reports of such 
incidences. Such data were correlated with self-reports of substance usage during the 
course of the study. The key finding of this study was a high correlation between 
antisocial behaviors and substance abuse in both male and female adolescents. The 
correlations for males were of greater magnitude and were more consistent, with 
males more likely to have been involved in person offenses and females more likely to 
have been involved with property offenses. Windle noted the antisocial behaviors were 
not likely a result of the substance abuse because archival records indicated a history 
of such behavior prior to involvement with substances. Once again, this study used a 
non-standardized self-report measure of substance use as well as of antisocial 
behaviors. This study also did not examine children below the age of 14, limiting the 
generalizability of the results to older adolescents, and precluding any possibility of 
inferring causal relationships between the factors analyzed.
Longitudinal studies are a good methodology when there is a concern for 
external validity (Neale & Liebert, 1986), but they are always expensive, both in 
terms of the time required of researchers and participants and in terms of money. 
These expenses are due to the greater amount of data collection and storage required 
and the need to provide motivating incentives for subject participation. Also, high 
attrition rates often limit the generalizability of results, as many subjects can be lost 
during the course of a study (Neale & Liebert, 1986). Certain ethical issues also 
often preclude following children to the later stages of substance abuse without 
intervening. The above studies, however, were conducted with children who became 
substance users and do offer some information on children's pre-substance use 
characteristics that should not be overlooked in the consideration of prevention 
programs. Correlational studies are an alternative methodology that can tap into 
additional important information regarding adolescent substance abusers.
Results from Correlational Research
A plethora of studies have examined current and retrospective data in an 
attempt to determine the correlates of adolescent substance use and abuse. Several 
variables that have been examined include: (a) deviant peer group, (b) poor family 
relationships, (c) personality factors, and (d) social skills deficits.
Deviant Peer Group. One factor often found to correlate with adolescent 
substance abuse is involvement with a deviant peer group. In their review article, 
Oetting and Beauvais (1987) noted that the "...most important direct influence on drug 
use is that of the peer cluster." Using a survey on relationship with parents, friends' 
usage of drugs, social interdependence, self-esteem, and level of moral reasoning, 
Norem-Hebeisen, Johnson, Anderson, and Johnson (1984) found that the number of 
friends an adolescent had who used drugs was the factor most frequently related to 
adolescent substance use. Hawkins, Lishner, and Catalano (1985) also mentioned peer 
factors as possible correlates of adolescent substance abuse, but cogently questioned at
what point peer influences become involved in adolescent substance use given that 
individual, family, and school variables also exert influence on choice of friends. 
Hence, while peer influences may contribute to adolescent substance use, other factors 
are involved prior to peer group selection which may also account for adolescent 
substance involvement.
Poor Family Relationships. Siegel and Ehrlich (1989) surveyed adolescents 
who met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - III (American 
Psychiatric Association, 1980) criteria as drug abusers. Based on clinical surveys of 
the adolescents and their parents, these researchers found that drug abusers scored 
"extremely low" on measures of the quality of their family relationships. This poor 
family relationship factor has been frequently noted in the substance abuse literature 
(e.g., Fraser, 1984; Norem-Hebeisen et al., 1984; Smith, Carter, & Robin, 1989). 
Typically, the families of substance abusers are seen as less disapproving of 
delinquent behaviors, inconsistent with discipline, and the abuser is often labeled as 
"bad" or "sick" (Fraser, 1984). Smith et al. (1989), using data from a path analysis 
based on the 12 risk factors developed by Newcomb, Maddahian, Skager, and Bentler 
(1987), claimed that a poor family relationship is the starting factor in adolescent 
substance abuse.
The exact relationship between family and/or deviant peer group and adolescent 
substance abuse has yet to be empirically shown. While this question continues to 
receive research attention, other researchers are looking for personality factors that 
correlate with adolescent substance abuse.
Personality Factors. Hundleby (1986) used several personality inventories to 
compare training school boys with public school boys. He found that there were no 
personality factors from these inventories that predicted later delinquency 
significantly; however, extroversion, independence, and a lack of acculturation (i.e., 
rebelliousness) significantly predicted later drug usage. Webb and Van Devere
(1984) found similar results using a structured child psychiatric interview. 
Substance abuse was correlated highly with resentfulness and obdurateness. 
MacAndrew (1989) used a scale derived from the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory and found that three similar factors correlated with substance use: 
extroversion, rebelliousness, and self-pity.
Correlating self-report measures of alcohol and drug usage with measures of 
personality and self-esteem, Labouvie and McGee (1986) found that three age cohort 
groups tested at three year intervals (i.e., 12 and 15 years, 15 and 18 years, and 18 
and 21 years) showed significant differences on several of the variables measured 
over the three year period. The differences found correlated significantly with 
quantity, frequency, and consistency of reported substance usage. Correlating 
variables included affiliation, autonomy, exhibitionism, impulsivity, and playfulness; 
which were all positively correlated with substance usage. Harm avoidance correlated 
negatively with substance usage.
Finally, Page (1990) used clinical scales to examine the contributions of 
shyness and sociability to adolescent substance use and abuse. He found that shy 
individuals are more likely to use illicit substances than less shy individuals. Also, 
those individuals who scored high on both the shyness and sociability factors were 
significantly more likely to use hallucinogens, with a trend toward greater usage of 
cocaine and marijuana as well.
The numerous studies of the relationship between personality and adolescent 
substance use and abuse have shown some strong consistencies in their findings. The 
most consistently noted personality factors found to correlate with adolescent 
substance abuse include aggressiveness, low self-esteem, extroversion, independence, 
and rebelliousness. Some studies, however, have found that many of these same factors 
are not related, or are only marginally related to substance abuse (e.g., Norem- 
Hebeisen et al., 1984).
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There are various methodological problems common to many studies of the 
personality correlates of adolescent substance use and abuse. First, as with the 
longitudinal studies, most of the correlational studies used self-report measures of 
substance use and abuse that were not previously validated. Hence, the information 
obtained from correlations between personality factors and substance abuse may have 
been of questionable validity. Second, many of the correlational studies did not use 
groups of students who had been classified as "substance abusers" through any 
objective means. The groups of substance abusers, therefore, may not have been 
homogenous, which could have limited the generalizability of the results. Researchers 
could have avoided this problem by examining adolescents who were hospitalized for 
substance abuse or who were clinically classified as substance abusers. Such a 
classification process could have improved the social validity of their findings.
In addition, though many of these correlational studies employed standardized 
measures of personality variables (or portions of them), the validity of these 
instruments was questionable for such purposes. This is particularly true when it is 
considered that the definition of "personality" has "proven elusive" for centuries 
(Phares, 1984). Inconsistencies in studies correlating personality variables with 
adolescent substance abuse may have been the result of differences in how such 
variables were defined. In any event, even consistent correlations across studies 
would not simplify the task of planning, implementing and evaluating treatment and 
prevention programs based on an "elusive" construct.
Though not all studies done on pre-substance abuse factors in children agree on 
what specific factors are predictive of later involvement with substances, there is a 
general agreement that some combination of individual, family, school, and peer 
factors "...preclude or promote progression to stages of more serious drug misuse"
(Fraser, 1984, p.442).
Social Skills Deficits. One other factor that has received relatively little 
attention in the literature as a possible contributor to adolescent substance abuse is a 
deficit in social skills or social competencies. Several of the "personality" factors 
found to correlate significantly with substance use in the previously mentioned studies 
may be viewed as social competencies. Botvin (1983) examined such factors as 
external locus of control, low self-esteem, low self-satisfaction, a greater need for 
social approval, high anxiety, impulsivity, and rebelliousness and found them all to be 
positively related to adolescent substance abuse. When such factors were translated 
into terms such as assertiveness, ability to express one's opinion, ability to disagree 
and refuse, and an ability to make requests and initiate conversations, they were all 
related to the prevention of substance abuse (Pentz, 1983). In addition, Hemstreet 
(1990) found that hospitalization for the treatment of adolescent substance abuse 
correlated in a significant negative direction with self-reported assertiveness, 
cooperation, empathy, and self-control on a standardized social skills scale.
Several researchers are focusing on the training of social skills to prevent 
substance abuse by adolescents (i.e., Botvin, 1983; Dusenbury, Botvin, & James- 
Ortiz, 1989; Goldstein, 1989; Goldstein, Reagles, & Amann, 1990), which suggests 
that they believe certain factors alone or in conjunction with personality, family, or 
peer issues may be related to adolescent substance abuse. For example, Goldstein et al. 
(1990) have developed a "Refusal Skills Curriculum" that includes such social skills 
as "Expressing your feelings", "Using self-control", "Avoiding trouble with others", 
and "Dealing with group pressure". This skills training program has been shown to be 
effective in both skill aquisition and skill transfer (Goldstein et al., 1990), although 
research is not yet available on its success in treating or preventing adolescent 
substance abuse. Pentz (1983), however, did show that social skills training was 
able to reduce not only substance abuse in adolescents, but also related behaviors such 
as aggression, withdrawal, truancy, and stealing. Unfortunately, no measurement
instrument is currently available to measure adolescent substance abuse that includes 
a measure of specific social skills deficits and allows for the evaluation of treatment 
effects.
Contemporary Issues in the Assessment 
of Adolescent Substance Abuse
Given the many variables associated with adolescent substance use and abuse, 
the identification of substance abusers and children at risk for becoming substance 
abusers is a formidable, but necessary task. In this section, contemporary practices 
of adolescent substance abuse assessment will be examined. Criteria for improving the 
validity of adolescent substance abuse measures developed by Winters (1990) will be 
reviewed followed by a critique using these criteria of an available assessment 
package. Other criteria specific to self-report measures of adolescent substance abuse 
will be discussed as well.
Contemporary Adolescent Substance Abuse Assessment
Owen and Nyberg (1983) reviewed the most widely used practices of 
identifying adolescents with drug and alcohol problems. Their data suggested the most 
popular forms of assessment are informal, locally developed and non-standardized 
questionnaires employing primarily face-valid items developed for an adult 
population. Owen and Nyberg also found that most facilities were assessing issues 
related to substance abuse, such as sexual and/or physical abuse, 
occupational/vocational skills, economic status, etc., but these other assessments 
varied considerably between different facilities. For example, many facilities used 
self-report questionnaires in conjunction with personality measures, intelligence 
tests, or projective psychological tests.
Most assessment procedures designed to measure substance involvement per se 
have employed primarily face-valid questions (Knot & O'Neill, 1990) in order to 
avoid involvement with variables such as those mentioned above. Although face-valid 
procedures avoid inconsistencies, they are forced to rely on a history of harmful 
consequences (e.g., accidents while under the influence, police or judicial
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involvement) prior to the identification of a person as a substance abuser (Knot & 
O'Neill, 1990), making it impossible to detect those children who are likely to become 
substance abusers later in life, in his critique of face-valid objective questionnaires, 
Miller (1990b) stated "...we don't appear to have progressed much beyond E.M. 
Jellenek's original list of symptoms of alcoholism" (p. 14). Hence, assessment 
procedures employing primarily face-valid items are inadequate for the assessment of 
adolescent substance abuse, particularly if the goal is prevention. In addition, the 
inclusion of related variables increases the validity of the measure (Swadi, 1990). 
The measurement of related variables, however, has not been consistent, which leads 
to treatment inconsistencies between facilities. Therefore, a measurement instrument 
employing both face-valid items and items designed to measure related variables (e.g., 
social skills) would be more conducive to both the treatment and prevention of 
adolescent substance abuse.
Criteria for Valid Measures of Adolescent Substance Abuse
Substance Abuse Identification Criteria. Research on the development of valid 
questionnaires for the assessment of adolescent substance abuse is still in its infancy. 
As such, Winters (1990) outlined several key assessment needs for the early 
identification of substance abusers including: (a) differentiation across stages of 
substance involvement, (b) identification of problems associated with substance 
abuse, and (c) a differential assignment to treatment levels based on types of scores.
Winters (1990) evaluated ten questionnaires and interviews that are 
currently available for the assessment of adolescent substance abuse. He concluded 
that few of these assessment procedures were developed from a multidimensional 
perspective, which placed limits on their objectivity and applicability for treatment 
programming. Several of the procedures were designed for the assessment of alcohol 
use only. Only a couple of the procedures examined related factors such as antisocial 
personality or suicidal ideation that may correlate with substance abuse. Three of the
measures attempted to differentiate levels of substance involvement beyond abuse 
versus non-abuse, but the validity of these differentiations was not presented. Few of 
the procedures were designed to measure invalid response tendencies that may be 
misleading.
Of the ten assessment instruments evaluated, Winters (1990) concluded that 
just two of the instruments actually showed promise for widespread use in the 
assessment of adolescent substance abuse. Of these two, only one, the Minnesota 
Chemical Dependency Adolescent Package, developed by Winters and Henly (1988), is 
currently in publication.
Part of the Minnesota Package is the Personal Experience Inventory (PEI; 
Winters & Henly, 1989). The PEI was designed to aid in the identification, referral, 
and treatment of adolescent substance abuse. The PEI is nationally standardized and 
exhibits adequate internal consistency and test-retest stability for its various 
subscales. Support for content validity of the PEI comes from its design around the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders - III - Revised (DSM-III-R; 
American Psychiatric Association, 1987) criteria for psychoactive substance 
dependence disorders as well as the use of Psychosocial Scales and Response Distortion 
Scales which were included to improve the accuracy of diagnoses based on the PEI 
(Winters & Henly, 1989). Winters and Henly (1989) present data from 
correlations of the PEI with alternate measures as support of the construct validity of 
the PEI. Evidence of the criterion-related validity of the PEI comes from its 
significant correlations with such factors as prior treatment history, treatment 
referral, and sample group status (Winters & Henly, 1989).
Though the PEI and other portions of the Minnesota Package are currently 
available, there has been a call in the literature for the development of a wider variety 
of standardized assessment procedures (Winters, 1990). The call for a greater 
variety of standardized assessment procedures is augmented by the fact that the PEI
and the rest of the Minnesota Package are still very new to the assessment of adolescent 
substance abuse, and as such, research on their reliability and validity, though highly 
encouraging, is limited to a few studies by a small number of researchers. In addition, 
the Minnesota Package is relatively expensive in comparison to less well-developed 
measures. A barrier to widespread use of the PEI is that its protocols must be 
computer scored, which may take up to a week if the accompanying diskette is not 
purchased. The PEI is also prohibitively lengthy (276 items), which may lead to 
fatigue or low response rates on the part of the examinee (Swadi, 1990). Thus, a less 
expensive, more time efficient, and more easily scored measure would be more 
practical for widespread use in assessment and treatment facilities.
One such instrument is the Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory 
(SASSI; Miller, 1990a). The SASSI is an 81-item, self-report measure of adolescent 
substance involvement. Like the PEI, it is also a relatively new measure to the 
substance abuse assessment market, so reliability and validity information are 
inconclusive. Because of its convenience (i.e., relatively low cost, short, and easy to 
score), however, it may be more widely used in some areas than the PEI.
Thus, a need exists for the development of a measure of adolescent substance 
abuse that has the positive qualities of the SASSI, as well as the encouraging statistical 
properties of the PEI. Such an instrument would certainly improve the state of 
assessment of adolescent substance abuse.
Statistical Criteria. In addition to the key assessment needs presented by 
Winters (1990), Swadi (1990) discussed several considerations primarily of a 
statistical nature that are related specifically to response validity in self-reports of 
adolescent substance abuse. Considerations include: (a) response rate, (b) internal 
consistency, (c) consistency of reports over time, (d) related variables, (e) 
comparison of results with another survey method, (f) reported use of a fictitious
drug, (g) biochemical investigation, and (h) corroborative reports from significant 
others.
The first five considerations are essential when using a self-report measure of 
adolescent substance abuse. According to Swadi (1990), non-response to a large 
number of items (response rate) may indicate a higher than average rate of drug use 
than is admitted. Examining the internal consistency of a survey allows the 
measurement of the reliability (stability of answers across items) of that survey 
(Brown, 1983; Crocker & Algina, 1986). The consistency of reports over time 
(test-retest reliability) is also an important check of the reliability of the 
instrum ent.
In agreement with Winters (1990), Swadi (1990) claims that the validity of 
a substance abuse survey may be increased by including related variables (e.g., 
suicidal ideation, family relationships) because responses in a particular direction to 
these related items may add support to any specific classification. Another type of 
validity (i.e., convergent validity) may be shown through correlations with 
other measures of similar constructs, such as depression.
Although Swadi (1990) suggested including items about a fictitious drug to 
detect exaggeration by adolescents, Whitehead and Smart (1972) found that only one 
percent of adolescents actually do report the use of fictitious drugs on self-report 
surveys. Therefore, the inclusion of such items may be an unnecessary precaution.
By comparing the results of the survey with blood or urine tests, a more objective 
criterion-referenced validity can be ascertained. Swadi (1990) admitted, however, 
that this is time consuming, expensive, may be ethically questionable, and is subject 
to inaccuracy; so such a technique also may be unwarranted. Finally, corroborative 
reports from significant others can improve the concurrent validity of survey 
information, but this can lead to problems with confidentiality. Additionally, 
significant others may not always be available to provide such information. Thus,
Swadi's (1990) last three considerations may not be as essential to address as his 
other considerations when using self-report measures of adolescent substance abuse.
S u m m a r y
In sum, the literature concerning factors related to adolescent substance abuse 
is limited due to a reliance primarily on correlational studies. Longitudinal studies 
that have been attempted suffer from methodological flaws and measurement errors 
for variables such as the use and abuse of substances by adolescents. The correlational 
literature has focused extensively on personality factors that are difficult to define and 
lack treatment validity. Studies of other factors related to adolescent substance use 
and abuse, such as deviant peer groups and poor family relationships, have failed to 
show causality between the variables. Given such difficulties, prevention and 
treatment of adolescent substance abuse based on these studies would be difficult to 
plan, implement, and evaluate.
An alternative to these global measures is the literature concerning social 
skills or social competence (e.g., Goldstein et al., 1990; Pentz, 1983) and the 
correlational research between social skills deficits and adolescent substance abuse 
(Hemstreet, 1990). In contrast to the above studies of personality variables and 
other related factors, the focus is on specific skills that are related to adolescent 
substance abuse. If a measure of adolescent substance abuse could be developed with a 
focus on specific skills, prevention and treatment planning could occur more easily.
1 9
A New Adolescent Substance Abuse Measure
The current study was an attempt to answer the call for the development of new 
measures of adolescent substance abuse. A new self-report instrument, the Teen 
Substance Abuse Rating Scale (TSARS; Hemstreet, 1991) was reviewed and refined, 
then validated with adolescent substance abusers and non-abusers.
The purpose of the present study was to validate the TSARS using a large 
sample of subjects from around the country. If the TSARS successfully discriminates 
between adolescent substance abusers and non-abusers while maintaining adequate 
reliability and validity in other ways, this could aid in the identification and treatment 
of adolescent substance abuse. In addition, the TSARS could lead us to information 
regarding the specific social skills deficits that may precede adolescent substance 
abuse. Such new information could lead to more direct efforts to prevent adolescent 
substance abuse by early and intensive social skills training.
Several criteria have been considered that will improve the validity of a self- 
report measure of adolescent substance abuse (Swadi, 1990; Winters & Henly,
1988). These criteria include: (a) differentiation across stages of substance abuse, 
(b) identification of problems associated with substance abuse, (c) differential 
assignment to treatment levels based on types of scores, (d) a high item response rate, 
(e) adequate internal consistency, (f) consistency of reports over time, and (g) a 
comparison of results with another survey method (i.e., convergent validity). The 
TSARS was examined with these criteria in mind in order to provide support for its 




Two groups of subjects were used in this study. Group one, the control group, 
consisted of 373 seventh through twelfth grade students enrolled in the public schools 
in either a Southeastern (n=36) or Western (n=337) region of the United States. 
These students were drawn from several junior and senior high schools. Students 
participated on a voluntary basis with parental consent. The control group also 
included 137 students enrolled in college courses at either a large Southeastern 
University (n=131) or a large Midwestern University (n=6). All university 
students participated voluntarily for extra course credit. Students in the control 
group ranged in age from 12 to 20, with a mean age of 15.15 years. There were 187 
males and 323 females in the control group including 453 Caucasian Americans, 22 
African Americans, and 35 students of other racial descents (Table 1).
A second group, the substance abusing group, included 57 adolescents between 
the ages of 12 and 20 (mean age 15.33 years) who were currently in treatment for 
substance abuse in one of several agencies in the same Southeastern (n=16) or 
Western (n=41) regions. There were 32 males and 25 females in the substance 
abusing group. The racial composition included 48 Caucasian Americans, 5 African 
Americans, and 4 substance abusers of other racial descents (Table 1). Each subject 
in this group participated on a voluntary basis with parental consent. All information 
gathered from subjects remained confidential. In order to maintain the anonymity of 
the substance abusing sample, subjects completed the questionnaires at the 
participating facilities. Therefore, the experimenter was not able to ascertain 
whether subjects were inpatients or outpatients. This was not considered
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1 187  3 2 3 15.15 2 .63 4 5 3 22 35
2 3 2  25 15.33 1.95 4 8 5 4
Note. SD = Standard Deviation, CA = Caucasian American, AA = African American.
to be a threat to the homogeneity of the group because Hemstreet (1990) found no 
significant differences between similar inpatient and outpatient groups on several 
self-report substance abuse questionnaires.
Because of the possibility that subjects would become fatigued if they completed 
three separate questionnaires at one sitting, all three questionnaires were not 
completed by all subjects. The TSARS and PEI were completed by subjects from the 
Southeastern region (173 in the control group, 16 in the substance abusing group) 
and the TSARS and SASSI were completed by subjects from the Midwestern and 
Western regions (337 in the control group, 41 in the substance abusing group). The 
TSARS, therefore, was completed by all participants.
M ateria ls
Teen Substance Abuse Rating Scale (TSARS; Appendix A). In a previous study 
(Hemstreet, 1991), this instrument was pilot tested with a small sample (n=52) of 
adolescents in one Southern state. This new instrument, the Teen Substance Abuse 
Rating Scale (TSARS), is a 92-item self-report questionnaire designed to assess not 
only the issues involved with substance abuse problem severity, but also the related 
area of social skills or social competencies.
Hemstreet (1991) compared the TSARS and the Personal Experience Inventory 
(PEI; Winters & Henly, 1989) in their capacity to identify adolescents who were 
hospitalized for substance abuse treatment. The TSARS exhibited internal consistency 
(Cronbach's Alpha = .95) equivalent to that of the PEI. To determine the concurrent 
validity of the TSARS, a discriminant function analysis was computed on data from the 
substance abusing group and a similar group of high school adolescents not in 
treatment. The TSARS discriminated significantly (p<.00001) between the two 
groups and accounted for 70.16 percent of the variance in group membership status. 
The TSARS also classified 94.23 percent of the sample accurately as substance abusers 
and controls. By comparison, the PEI classified 90.38 percent of the sample
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accurately. Though the difference was not significant, it does suggest the TSARS is 
potentially accurate in classifying adolescent substance abusers. The TSARS also 
exhibited convergent validity through its significant correlation (p<.01) with the PEI.
Hemstreet (1991) used a principal components factor analysis procedure with 
varimax rotation and a Scree Test (Kim & Mueller, 1978) to extract four factors 
from the TSARS. These four factors accounted for 45.5 percent of the variance and 
included 54 of the original items. The four factors were called: (a) Substance 
Involvement (e.g., frequency, consequences, and preoccupation with substance usage),
(b) Empathy/Consideration for Others, (c) Socialization Skills (i.e., courtesy to and 
involvement with others), and (d) Self-confidence (i.e., self-perception, concern 
with others' perceptions). The TSARS also included a 12 item Lie Scale. A claim for 
the validity of the TSARS Lie Scale was based on a frequency analysis that showed 93 
percent of the subjects answered at least 10 of the 12 items in a manner thought to be 
"typical." Only 3 percent of the sample answered more than 5 of the items in an 
"atypical" direction. Thus, the TSARS showed potential in detecting invalid response 
tendencies.
Because Hemstreet (1991) was a pilot study with a small sample size, there 
was a possibility the results of the analyses may have "capitalized on chance"
(Stevens, 1986). This is particularly true for the discriminant function analysis and 
principal components factor analysis, which are mathematical maximization 
procedures. Hence, the results can only be considered as promising.
Personal Experience Inventory (PEI; Winters & Henly, 1989). The PEI 
(Winters &Henly, 1989) was designed as an aid for the identification, referral and 
treatment of problems associated with adolescent substance abuse. It is made up of two 
separate sections. Section 1 assesses the severity of substance involvement and is 
divided into four scales and indicators that are further divided into factors. Factors 
include: Personal involvement with chemicals, Personal consequences of drug use,
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Preoccupation with drugs, Loss of control, frequency indicators, and validity 
indicators. Section 2 assesses the psychosocial aspects of substance use. This section 
also includes four separate scales and indicators that are divided into factors. In this 
section, factors include: Negative self-image, Deviant behavior, Peer chemical 
involvement, Family pathology, and several different problem screens and validity 
indicators.
The PEI is written at approximately a 6th grade reading level and can be 
completed in from 45 to 55 minutes by most adolescents (Winters & Henley, 1989). 
The PEI must be computer scored by Western Psychological Services (a scoring 
diskette may now be purchased), and an interpretation is included in the scoring 
results.
The PEI was standardized on a sample of 646 adolescents between the ages of 12 
and 18, who were being evaluated at one of 16 Minnesota chemical dependency 
programs. This sample was divided into a developmental sample and a cross-validation 
sample. Internal consistency has been reported for the different scales of the PEI 
(Winters & Henly, 1989). Coefficient Alphas were as follows: for the Problem 
Severity scales, .89 (range: .70 to .97); for the Psychosocial scales, .81 (range: .66 
to .91); and for the Validity indicators (response distortion scales), .68 (range: .49 
to .82). Test-retest reliability was also reported for the PEI. Stability over one week 
ranged from .56 to .92 for the Problem Severity scales; from .40 to .89 for the 
Psychosocial scale; and from .38 to .58 for the Response Distortion scales. One month 
test-retest reliability ranged from .44 to .91 on the Problem Severity scales, from 
.40 to .96 on the Psychosocial scales, and from .13 to .86 on the Response Distortion 
scales. Mean stabilities were worse for drug clinic samples than for waiting list or 
school samples, which may have been due to the effects of treatment (Winters &
Henly, 1989).
Validity of the PEI has also been examined (Winters & Henly, 1989). Content 
validity was based upon an extensive review of the literature pertaining to substance 
use problem severity, psychosocial correlates of substance abuse, and consultation 
with numerous experts in the field of chemical dependency research. Convergent 
validity evidence for the PEI was based on correlations with several other scales 
including the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), the Adolescent 
Alcohol Involvement Scale (AAIS; Mayer & Filstead, 1979), the Alcohol Dependence 
Scale (ADS; Horn, Skinner, Wanberg, & Foster, 1982), as well as parent and staff 
reports. Concurrent validity was based on correlations between PEI results and DSM 
lll-R diagnosis, prior treatment history, referral decision, and the subject's group 
status (i.e., clinical v. nonclinical).
Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI). Adolescent Form 
(Miller, 1990a). The SASSI Adolescent form is a revision of the adult SASSI with 
items reworded for adolescents aged 12 through 18. The SASSI is an 81-item, self- 
report questionnaire with 55 True/False items and 26 items related specifically to 
drug and alcohol abuse. It was standardized using data from "...nearly 25 adolescent 
programs" (Miller, 1985). Three subgroups were used in this standardization 
sample. These were: (a) those "judged" chemically dependent, (b) those "judged" to 
be chemical abusers, and (c) those "judged" not to be chemical abusers. Subjects were 
placed in one of the three groups based on counselor decisions.
In order to determine the content validity of the SASSI, a literature review was 
undertaken  to determine the types of items to be included (Miller, 1985). A pool of 
over 1000 items was generated from this literature review including items subtly 
related to substance abuse and items that were seemingly completely unrelated to 
substance abuse. This large number of items was gradually reduced through a series of 
studies using different samples of substance abusers and reviews of the items by 
professionals in the field of substance abuse assessment. Many items that were
considered redundant were combined into one item or eliminated to further limit the 
number of items to the present number.
Three statistical procedures were employed to identify items useful in the 
differentiation of adolescents who were chemically dependent from those who were not 
chemically dependent. The first was the correlation between SASSI responses and 
clinical ratings (i.e., diagnosis or "attitude" rating). The second analysis was to 
determine the degree to which responses to each item differed between subgroups. The 
final analysis was a discriminant function analysis done to determine which items 
significantly differentiated between the three groups independently from all other 
scale items.
Miller (1985) reported that the Adolescent form of the SASSI was able to 
correctly classify 83% of those judged chemically dependent and 72% of those judged 
to be non-abusers. Following this, Miller (1985) divided the items on the Adolescent 
SASSI into the four subscales found on the original SASSI. These types of subscales 
included: (a) face-valid items that concern chemical use and abuse (Obvious 
Attributes; OAT), (b) items that do not mention chemical use specifically, but are 
recognizable as items obviously related to chemical use (Subtle Attributes; SAT), (c) 
items which appear unrelated to chemical use, and (d) items that can differentiate 
those adolescents deliberately trying to minimize the appearance of chemical use. This 
division of items was done by comparing the reworded adolescent items with the adult 
items and placing them in one of the four scales based on similarities between the 
items. The adult norms and decision rules were then used to determine if the 
adolescent items were placed appropriately in the different scales. Although Miller 
(1985) acknowledged the methodological and statistical shortcomings of this 
procedure, the four scales were re-normed using the original adolescent sample means 
and standard deviations. New decision rules were then based on these adolescent 
norms.
Although the technical adequacy of the SASSI Adolescent Form may be 
questionable, the decision was made to use it in the present study for the purpose of 
assessing the convergent validity of the TSARS based on several considerations. As 
reported earlier, the TSARS has already been shown to correlate well with the PEI 
(Hemstreet, 1991); hence, relating it to a second published measure would further 
strengthen the convergent validity of the TSARS. A second consideration stems from 
Swadi's (1990) review of the factors affecting the validity of self-report adolescent 
substance abuse surveys. The SASSI meets several of Swadi's criteria for a valid scale:
(a) it measures variables subtly related to substance abusers (i.e., SAT scale items),
(b) it has the ability to detect invalid response tendencies such as defensiveness or 
denial (Creager, 1989), (c) it is a relatively brief survey (81 total items), which 
will aid in avoiding subject fatigue, and (d) its items are relatively short and use 
primarily a "true/false" response format.
The final consideration for using the SASSI was pragmatic; it is widely used by 
many of the assessment and treatment facilities that participated in the study, so it did 
not take additional staff time to administer. A comparison of the TSARS with a scale 
that is in widespread use may reflect greater social validity than a comparison of the 
TSARS with a scale such as the PEI, which has exhibited strong empirical support for 
reliability and validity, but has not been used as frequently by substance abuse 
assessment and treatment agencies in the area in which this study took place. The 
comparison of the TSARS with both the PEI and SASSI allows stronger conclusions to be 
drawn regarding the convergent validity of the TSARS than if the TSARS were compared 
to either one of the other adolescent substance abuse measures alone.
Procedure
Content and Readability. Prior to having the TSARS completed by adolescents in 
this study, reviewers from each participating agency were asked to review the TSARS 
instructions and items to determine if they were appropriate and addressed important
issues related to adolescent substance abuse. During a brief informal interview, 
reviewers provided subjective opinions based on their own experience with adolescent 
substance abusers and substance abuse assessment. All reviewers agreed the TSARS 
appeared appropriate for the target population and would provide helpful information 
for treatment planning.
Second, the readability of the TSARS and SASSI were assessed using the Fry 
Readability Formula for short passages (Fry, 1990). This step was unnecessary for 
the PEI because Winters and Henly (1989) have already determined the readability of 
the PEI to be a minimum of a sixth grade reading level. The Fry Readability formula 
was developed for passages of less than 300 words and is said to be most reliable for 
passages of 40 to 99 words that include at least three sentences (Fry, 1990). Fry 
(1990) developed this readability formula for short passages from his original Fry 
Graph (Fry, 1977), which has demonstrated validity through correlations with other 
formulas (Fusaro, 1988), measures of reading comprehension, oral reading scores, 
and "cloze" scores (Fry, 1990).
In order to determine the readability of the TSARS and SASSI, several passages 
(from 5 to 8 items, 79 to 91 words) were chosen randomly. The scale instructions 
were analyzed separately. From each passage, 19 to 24 words were chosen that were 
viewed as necessary for understanding the passage. These words were found in the 
Living Word Vocabulary (Dale & O'Rourke, 1976) and the grade level of each word 
was obtained. In accordance with Fry's (1990) instructions, the three words with the 
most difficult grade level assignments were averaged to determine the word difficulty 
of each passage and the instructions. Sentence difficulty was determined by finding the 
average number of words per sentence in each passage and comparing that number 
with the sentence difficulty table presented in Fry (1990). This table contains grade 
level estimates of sentence difficulty for each passage. The TSARS readability was 
computed by finding the average word difficulty and the average sentence difficulty
among the passages. These two numbers were averaged to yield a readability score for 
the TSARS. This same procedure was followed with the SASSI instructions and items.
Administration of the Questionnaires. Adolescents in the control group were 
solicited in school in the following manner. A researcher visited the students' 
classrooms and explained the study and procedures. Students were told that they would 
have an opportunity to participate in the development of a substance abuse rating scale 
for adolescents. Students were then informed that participation was voluntary and 
information obtained in the study would remain confidential. Subjects were then given 
the opportunity to ask questions about the study. Those students who expressed an 
interest in participating were given a letter of informed consent for their parents to 
review and sign (Appendix B). Once the letters were returned, the students were 
asked to complete both the TSARS and SASSI as a group during one session. The SASSI 
was given first because its instructions specify that it is not to be given after another 
measure of adolescent substance abuse (Miller, 1985). The reasoning for giving the 
SASSI first is that it is a subtle measure, thus would be less effective if completed by 
an adolescent who knows its purpose (Miller,1985).
In order to determine the test-retest reliability of the TSARS, some students 
(randomly chosen from the secondary school sample) were asked to complete the 
TSARS again after a 14 week period.
Some university students and secondary students in the control group 
completed the TSARS and PEI in random order in the classroom in groups ranging from 
6 to 57 subjects. A research assistant provided instructions and a description of 
subjects' rights prior to having subjects complete the questionnaires. While subjects 
were completing the questionnaires, the research assistant answered only questions 
pertaining to response format.
Subjects in the substance abusing group were recruited by staff members of 
the participating assessment and treatment agencies during an intake assessment.
Because several different treatment agencies were involved in this study, the term 
"treatment" was conceptualized in this study as any formal intervention that occurred 
between the time the subject completed the questionnaires and the end of the study.
At the time of intake, parents or guardian(s) were asked to sign a consent 
letter (e.g., Appendix C) and subjects were given the option of completing the TSARS. 
The SASSI was given as a regular part of the assessment procedure at some facilities. 
Again, subjects were informed of the voluntary nature of participation and the 
confidentiality of the assessment results. Both scales were then completed by the 
subjects during intake assessments if possible, or within two weeks of entering 
treatment. Once again, as per the directions for the administration of the SASSI 
(Miller, 1985), the questionnaire was given prior to the TSARS in order to avoid the 
possibility that face-valid items on the TSARS would raise the "defensiveness" of the 
subjects and invalidate their responses to the SASSI. Several subjects in the substance 
abusing group completed the TSARS and PEI. These subjects completed the 
questionnaires in random order shortly after intake in the treatment program.
Parental consent was obtained and questionnaires were completed voluntarily by these 
subjects.
Re su l ts
This study provides data relevant to the technical adequacy of the TSARS 
consistent with the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (American 
Psychological Association, 1985). An attempt was made to address several of the 
considerations listed by Winters (1990) and Swadi (1990) for increasing the 
validity of a self-report substance abuse survey.
Readability of the TSARS and SASSI.
Using the procedures described above (Fry, 1990) to determine the 
readability of the TSARS, it was found that the average word difficulty of TSARS items 
was equivalent to grade level 6.5. The average sentence difficulty for TSARS items was 
grade level 5.0, yielding an item readability score of 5.5 (i.e., mid-fifth grade) for 
TSARS items. The average word difficulty of the TSARS instructions was grade level 
6.5, while the average sentence difficulty was grade level 4.5. Thus, the readability 
score of the TSARS instructions was mid-fifth grade level, which is within the reading 
level of the majority of adolescents between 12 and 20 years of age.
The readability of the SASSI was determined for this study using the same 
procedure used with the TSARS. The average word difficulty of the SASSI items was 
computed to be equivalent to grade level 7.9, while the average sentence difficulty was 
determined to be grade level 4.3, yielding a readability score for SASSI items at the 
early sixth grade level. The word difficulty of the SASSI instructions was grade level 
7.9, while the sentence difficulty was computed at grade level 6.5. Thus, the 
readability of the SASSI instructions was determined to be early seventh grade level. 
Therefore, the instructions of the SASSI were found to be somewhat more difficult than 
the scale items themselves, but again, both levels of readability were within the 
reading level of the majority of adolescents between 12 and 20 years old.
3 2
Factor Analysis
Prior to the determination of TSARS reliability and validity, the factor 
structure of the TSARS was studied using a principal components factor analysis 
procedure with a varimax rotation. The varimax procedure was conducted in order to 
produce factors that account for as much unique variance as possible, while 
preserving the original orientation between the factors (Dillon & Goldstein, 1984).
A Scree test (Kim & Mueller, 1978) was used to determine the number of 
significant factors. In addition, the internal consistency of the factors, the amount of 
variance explained by the factor solutions and the comprehensibility of the factors was 
taken into account in choosing the most appropriate factor structure for the TSARS. 
Only factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.00 were retained. Using these criteria, a 
2 factor structure was determined for the TSARS which accounted for 28.4% of the 
variance. Factor 1 of the present study included all but 6 items included in 
Hemstreet's Factor 1, "Substance Involvement". Of the 19 items in Hemstreet's 
"Empathy/Consideration for Others", "Sociability", and "Self-Confidence" factors, all 
but 4 items merged into one more general factor in the present study. The present 
TSARS factors, therefore, were labeled as: (1) Substance Usage and (2) Interpersonal 
Skills. It is important to remember that the factor labels, though they may be 
representative of the types of items included in the factor, are not inclusive of the 
extent of information provided by the contributing items in the factor.
There is no agreed upon method for determining the most appropriate factor 
loading to use as a cutoff for inclusion of items on a particular factor (Kachigan,
1982). Stevens (1986), however, states that a variable should share at least 15% of 
its variance with the factor. Therefore, a factor loading of 0.40 was used as a cutoff to 
determine the inclusion of items on each factor.
Factor loadings for the 2 factors of the TSARS are presented in Table 2. As can 
be seen, there are 33 items included on Factor 1, Substance Usage. Factor 2,
Interpersonal Skills, is comprised of 20 items. There were several items that did not 
load at or above 0.40 on either of the factors. These items were dropped, and a second 
principal components analysis with a varimax rotation was completed on the 53 
remaining items to confirm the 2 factor structure.
In the confirmatory analysis, the 53 items loaded on the same two factors, 
accounting for 37.2% of the variance. All items in the confirmatory analysis loaded at 
.40 or greater on the two factors except for one item on each factor, both of which 
loaded at greater than .37. Table 3 presents the factor loadings of items from this 
confirmatory principal components analysis. The confirmatory analysis suggests the 
factor structure of the TSARS may include 2 primary factors, Substance Usage and 
Interpersonal Skills. Further analyses in this study, therefore, will focus primarily 
on the new 53-item TSARS.
R e liab ility
Prior to assessing the validity of the TSARS, the SASSI, and the PEI, the 
reliability for each instrument was examined. The internal consistency of the scales 
was explored by determining Cronbach's Alpha for the 81 items of the SASSI, and the 
276 items of the PEI. Cronbach's Alpha of the SASSI was 0.84 (n=349) and 0.97 
(n=159) for the PEI.
Because there are two major parts to the SASSI, the internal consistency was 
examined for each separately. On the 55 True/False items, which include items from 
the "Subtle Attributes" subscale, Alpha was 0.65 (n=349). On the 26 Likert-type 
items, which include the "Obvious Attributes" section, Alpha was 0.97 (n=349). 
Additionally, Cronbach's Alpha was studied for the two major divisions of the PEI. On 
the 129-item Part I, referred to as the "Chemical Involvement Problem Severity" 
section by Winters and Henly (1989) (henceforth referred to as the "Substance 
Involvement" section of the PEI) and the 147-item Part II, referred to as the
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Table 2
Factor Loadings of TSARS Items on 2 Factors
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
29 .71 -.1 6
3 3 .70 .02
34 .70 .04
3 .70 - . 1 9
2 4 .68 .1 1
4 8 .67 - . 0 3
1 5 .67 - . 1 3
1 9 .67 .18
4 .66 - . 0 5
1 1 .66 .1 1
46 .65
tooI
85 .65 - . 0 6
6 .64 .07
67 .64 .14
1 8 .63 .21
28 .62 - . 1 8
4 0 .62 - . 1 4
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Table 2  Continued
Item Number Factor

















1 7 .46 .10
1 3 .41 .02
1 0 .34 i o CD
5 .33 .29
3 7
Table 2  Continued
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills








63 .26 - . 2 5
4 2 .16 - . 1 4
39 .10 .01
4 1 .13 .71











Table 2  Continued
Item Number Factor







31 - . 0 5 .49
53 .12 .44
68 .1 1 .44
80 .09 .43
74 - . 0 8 .42
37 .14 .40
92 .20 .39
76 - . 0 8 .38
57 - . 1 0 .36
50 .25 .35
1 .09 .32
52 - . 0 6 .31
3 9
Table 2  Continued
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
87 .19 - . 31
1 2 .14 .29
43 .16 .23
6 1 .12 .22
59 - . 0 6 .21
38 .16 .16
8 1 .01 .13
90 .07 .07
54 - . 0 2 .07
4 0
Table 3
Confirmatory Factor Loadings of 53-Item TSARS Items on 2 Factors
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
29
COr~- - . 11
3 .71 - . 1 5
34 .70 .07
1 5 .69 - . 0 8
33 .69 .04




85 .67 - . 0 5
24 .67 .13
1 9 .67 .14
1 1 .65 .13
4 0 .65 - . 1 0
28
COCD - . 1 6
6 .63 .11
67 .62 .17
23 .62 - .11
4 1
Table 3  Continued
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
2 1 .60 - . 0 3
9 .59 .1 1
22 .58 .35
25 .57 .32
1 8 .57 .23
75 .56 .19
26 .55 .25







1 7 .45 .1 1




Table 3  Continued
Item Number Factor
Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
82 .14 .70
7 2 - . 1 0 .66
69 - . 0 6 .66
84 .01 .61
4 7 .12 .61
66 .12 .59
5 8 .07 .58
2 0 .22 .57
7 7 .21 .53
7 3 .00 .53
3 2 .31 .52
4 4 - . 0 0 .51
31 - . 0 9 .46
6 8
00o .44
5 3 .11 .43
8 0 .05 .41
74 - . 0 6 .40
3 7 .12 .39
4 3
"Psychosocial" section by Winters and Henly, Alphas were 0.97 and 0.86 (n=159) 
respectively.
Based on the two-factor structure of the revised TSARS, the internal 
consistency was examined. For the 53 items included on the two factors, Cronbach's 
Alpha was 0.94 (n=408). In addition, the internal consistency was determined for 
Factor 1, Substance Usage, and Factor 2, Interpersonal Skills and were 0.95, and 0.88 
respective ly (n=408).
An attempt was made to study the test-retest reliabilities of the TSARS and 
SASSI by correlating the responses of 76 randomly chosen subjects in the control 
group after 14 weeks with responses from the original testing data. Strict 
confidentiality on the part of the schools rendered it impossible to match retested 
subject data with the original student data (i.e., the school kept the master list of 
names that was paired with survey numbers, which was inadvertently discarded to 
prevent the disclosure of subject names by an unsuspecting substitute teacher). 
Therefore, an attempt was made to match retested subjects with subjects from the 
same school who had completed the surveys at an earlier date. The attempt to match 
subjects based on sex, age, and race resulted in an imperfect match. Thus, test-retest 
reliability results may have been an inaccurate representation of the true stability of 
the TSARS and SASSI over time.
V a lid ity
Determining the factor structure and reliability of the TSARS are necessary, 
but not sufficient conditions to support the use of the TSARS as a measure of adolescent 
substance abuse. Several types of validity must be evident in the TSARS before such a 
contention may be made. The TSARS must exhibit content validity, convergent 
validity, and concurrent validity for the purpose of measuring adolescent substance 
abuse. By showing these types of validity, a stronger case can be made that the TSARS
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is measuring the factors it was designed to measure rather than related factors that 
may not be indices of adolescent substance abuse.
Content Validity of the TSARS. Several preliminary steps were taken during 
the design of the original TSARS to ensure that it would have adequate content validity 
for substance abuse assessment. The first step in the design of the TSARS was to 
review the literature pertaining to substance abuse assessment instruments that are 
currently available. The majority of these instruments were designed for adult 
populations (e.g., MacAndrew Alcoholism Scale. (MAC); MacAndrew, 1965; Manson 
Evaluation. (ME); Manson, 1948) or for the assessment of alcoholism only (e.g., 
Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test. (MAST); Selzer, 1971), but the PEI (Winters 
and Henly, 1989) was also reviewed to determine some appropriate items for 
adolescent substance abusers. Items were also derived from review of scales designed 
for the measurement of social skills in children (e.g., Social Skills Rating System. 
Gresham and Elliott, 1990) based on the findings of Hemstreet (1990) that showed 
such items to discriminate adolescent substance abusers from non-abusers. Items that 
occurred consistently across these scales or were loaded highly on behavioral factors 
of these scales (e.g., frequency of use, self-control) were used as models in the 
writing of items on the TSARS. The DSM-III-R (APA, 1987) substance abuse 
diagnoses were also reviewed, and certain items were included based on these criteria. 
Several of the instruments reviewed included validity scales (e.g., MAC, ME, PEI) 
which were reviewed to determine the types of items that would be appropriate for the 
TSARS Lie Scale.
The second aspect of content validation was to ask psychiatrists, psychologists, 
social workers, and counselors who work with adolescent substance abusers to list the 
ten most important questions they would ask an adolescent to determine if he/she was a 
substance abuser. The number of questions was limited to ten in order for 
professionals to list only questions considered crucial in determining a substance
abuse diagnosis. Once all lists were completed (n=22), they were examined carefully. 
Questions that were included on several lists were added to the TSARS item pool, as 
were questions specifically related to social skills. From this information, the 
original 92-item TSARS was generated.
A final step in the content validation of the TSARS was to have several graduate 
students in psychology review the TSARS to determine if the vocabulary was 
appropriate for adolescents. Several items were adjusted after this review to make 
them more age appropriate (the readability of the TSARS was not changed). Lie Scale 
items were also reviewed to determine if they were appropriate for an adolescent 
population.
Convergent Validity. Subject responses to the different measures were 
compared using a Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. A significant 
correlation between TSARS responses and SASSI and PEI responses provides some 
evidence of the convergent validity of the TSARS (Crocker & Algina, 1986).
The 53-item TSARS was correlated with the PEI and SASSI total scores and the TSARS 
factors were correlated with the PEI and its two sections (Substance Involvement, 
Psychosocial) and the SASSI and its two sections (Subtle Attributes, Obvious 
Attributes) (see Table 4). The TSARS correlated significantly (p<.01) with the PEI 
and its sections and the SASSI and its sections. The 2 TSARS factors correlated 
significantly (p<-01) with the PEI and SASSI total scores as well as with sections 1 
and 2 of both the PEI and SASSI. It is important to note that TSARS Factor 1, Substance 
Usage, correlated most highly with section 1 of the PEI and section 2 of the SASSI. For 
each scale, these were the measures purported to assess substance usage most overtly. 
The remaining TSARS factor, Interpersonal Skills, showed moderate correlations with 
PEI and SASSI sections, suggesting the possible measurement of similar, but separate 
constructs. Therefore, in this study, the TSARS factor scores may have been
Table 4
Correlation Coefficients for the 53-Item TSARS and Its Factors. PEI and Its Sections, 
and SASSI and Its Sections
Scale
Factor PEI PEI-SI  PEI-P SASSI SASSI-SAT SASSI-OAT
TSARS .90* . 9 0 *  . 59 *  . 6 8 *  . 5 4 *  . 81 *
TSARS-SU . 90 *  .91 * . 5 7 *  . 73 *  . 55 *
. 8 7 *
TSARS-IS . 4 9 *  . 43 *  . 41 *  . 3 0 *  . 28 *
. 35*
Note. PEI-SI = PEI Substance Involvement section, PEI-P = PEI Psychosocial section, 
SASSI-SAT = SASSI Subtle Attributes section, SASSI-OAT = SASSI Obvious Attributes 
section, TSARS-SU = TSARS Substance Usage factor, TSARS-IS = TSARS Interpersonal 
Skills factor.
* ( £ < .0 1 )
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Table 5
Intercorrelations Between 53-Item TSARS and TSARS Factors
Factor
Factor Substance Usage Interpersonal Skills
53-Item TSARS . 9 3 *  . 59 *
Substance Usage . 24 *
Interpersonal Skills ------
measuring constructs similar to those measured by the PEI and SASSI and their main 
sections.
In order to further study the convergent validity of the 53-item TSARS and the 
TSARS factors, correlations were determined between the 53-item TSARS and the 2 
TSARS factors. As expected, correlations between the 2 TSARS factors were of a 
moderate magnitude (see Table 5), but were significant (p<.01). Each factor also 
correlated significantly (p<.01) with the TSARS 53-item total score. These results 
suggest that the 2 TSARS factors may be measures of separate concepts, but related 
significantly to the overall construct measured by the 53-item TSARS.
Concurrent Validity. The concurrent validity of the TSARS was partially 
assessed via discriminant function analysis of the scale responses. Support for the 
concurrent validity is shown by the capacity of a measure to discriminate reliably 
between two groups of subjects differing on some important dimension. Because 189 
subjects completed the TSARS and PEI and 378 subjects completed the TSARS and 
SASSI, separate analyses were completed comparing (a) the 53-item TSARS and PEI 
and (b) the 53-item TSARS and SASSI. TSARS factors were also compared separately 
with (a) the two parts of the PEI and (b) the two parts of the SASSI using discriminant 
function analyses.
All discriminant function analyses were conducted in two steps. The first step 
was designed to assess whether the scales and/or their factors or main parts could 
significantly discriminate between substance abusers and controls. Step 2 used scale 
scores to classify subjects into either the substance abusing group or control group.
In step one of the analysis comparing the 53-item TSARS and PEI, it was 
determined that, for the TSARS, Wilks' Lambda was 0.49 (d.f. 1, 135), F = 138.2, 
p< .0000. For the PEI, Wilks' Lambda was 0.58 (d.f. 1,135), F = 97.3, pc.0000. A 
stepwise procedure was used to enter the TSARS and PEI total scores into the analysis 
based on the minimization of overall Wilks' Lambda. The TSARS was entered by the
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program into the analysis at step one because it accounted for a greater amount of 
variance between the groups than the PEI. The canonical discriminant function was 
significant, Chi Squared = 94.83, p<.0000. The analysis yielded an eigenvalue of 
1.02, with a canonical correlation of 0.71, suggesting the TSARS total score accounted 
for 50.59% of the variance between the two groups'. The incremental variance 
accounted for by the PEI over and above the TSARS was not significant.
in step 2 of the discriminant function analysis comparing the TSARS and PEI, 
subjects were classified as substance abusers or controls based on total scale scores.
Because the PEI was not entered into the analysis by the program, the classificatory 
analysis was completed on the TSARS only. The data in Table 6 indicate overall, the 
TSARS classified 92.65% of the subjects into the correct group based on total scores.
As presented in the table, the percent of true positives (substance abusers classified 
correctly) was 63.8%. Thus, 36.2% of the substance abusers were not identified as 
such by their TSARS scores (false negatives). Of the control group, 96.0% were 
classified correctly by the TSARS (true negatives), while 4.0% were misidentified as 
substance abusers (false positives). Thus, the TSARS was conservative in the 
identification of substance abusers in the present study.
In step one of the analysis comparing TSARS and SASSI results, Wilks' Lambda was 
0.67 (d.f. 1, 244), F = 119.0, p<.0000 for the TSARS and Wilks' Lambda was 0.66 
(d.f. 1, 244), F = 5.64, pc.0000 for the SASSI. Again, a stepwise procedure was used 
to enter 53-item TSARS and SASSI total scores into the analysis based on the overall 
minimization of Wilks' Lambda. Again, variables were entered into the analysis by the 
program based on the amount of variance accounted for between the groups. The TSARS 
was entered into the analysis on step one, and the SASSI was entered on step two. The 
analysis produced a significant canonical discriminant function, Chi Squared =
102.08, pc.0000. The eigenvalue was 0.52, with a canonical correlation of 0.59,
Table 6
TSARS Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and Control Groups
Predicted Grouo Membership
Actual Group n 1 2
1 47 63.8% 36.2%
2 402 40 % 96.0%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 92.65%
suggesting the TSARS and SASSI total scores together accounted for 34.30% of the 
variance between the two groups.
Again, subjects were classified into substance abusing and control groups based 
on total scores from the TSARS and SASSI. Data in Table 7 indicate the TSARS and 
SASSI together classified 90.24% of the subjects correctly by group. The two 
questionnaires classified 57.1% of the subjects correctly as substance abusers and 
94.5% as controls correctly.
Stepwise discriminant function analyses based on the overall minimization of 
Wilks' Lambda were completed with (a) the TSARS factors and each of the PEI sections 
and (b) the TSARS factors and each of the SASSI sections. In the analysis of TSARS 
factors and sections 1 and 2 of the PEI, all variables had significant F values 
(p<.0000) prior to the entry of any variables into the analysis with 1 and 135 
degrees of freedom. Table 8 lists Wilks' Lambda, F values and significance levels for 
each variable included in the analysis after it was entered into the analysis. Based on 
the amount of variance accounted for between groups, in step one of the analysis, 
TSARS Factor 2, Interpersonal Skills, was entered. TSARS Factor 1, Substance Usage, 
was entered in step two. In the final step of the analysis, PEI section 2 (Psychosocial 
section) was entered into the analysis. The analysis produced a significant canonical 
discriminant function (Chi Squared = 115.58, p<.0000). Section 1 of the PEI 
(Substance Involvement) was not entered into the analysis because it did not add 
significant incremental variance over and above that from the other factors. Thus, for 
the Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors of the TSARS and the Psychosocial 
section of the PEI, the eigenvalue was 1.38, with a canonical correlation of .76. This 
suggests the two factors of the TSARS and section 2 of the PEI accounted for 57.93% of 
the variance between the substance abusing group and the controls.
Table 7
Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and Control Groups by the TSARS and
SASSI Toaether
Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group n 1 2
1 28 57.1% 42.9%
2 2 18 5.5% 94.5%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 90.24%
Table 8
Wilks' Lambda. Univariate F-Ratio and Significance Level in Discriminant Function 
Analysis of TSARS Factors and PEI Sections 1 and 2
Variable Wilks' Lambda Fa Significance
TSARS-IS 0.57 100.7 0.0000
TSARS-SU 0.43 90.33 0.0000
PEI-P 0.42 61 .04 0.0000
Note. TSARS-IS = TSARS Interpersonal Skills factor, TSARS-SU = TSARS Substance 
Usage Factor, PEI-P = PEI Psychosocial section; PEI Substance Involvement section 
not in analysis due to failure to add significant incremental variance to between groups 
discrimination. Variables are listed in the order in which they were entered by the 
program into the analysis. 
a 1,135 degrees of freedom.
Table 9
Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and Control Groups by the TSARS 
Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors and PEI Psychosocial Section 
Together
Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group n 1 2
1 1 6 81.3% 18.8%
2 129 2.3% 97.7%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 95.86%
Data from Table 9 indicate the Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors 
of the TSARS and the Psychosocial section of the PEI correctly classified 95.86% of the 
subjects by group. Substance abusers were classified correctly 81.3% of the 
instances, while 97.7% of the controls were classified correctly. Based on these 
results, the combination of the above measures appears to be more accurate in the 
classification of adolescent substance abusers than the 53-item TSARS alone.
In the analysis of TSARS factors and sections 1 and 2 of the SASSI, all variables 
again had significant F values (p<.05) with 1 and 244 degrees of freedom (see Table 
10). The first variable entered into the analysis was TSARS Factor 1, Substance 
Usage. Section 1 of the SASSI (Subtle Attributes) and TSARS Factor 2, Interpersonal 
Skills, were entered in subsequent steps respectively. The canonical discriminant 
function was significant (p<.0000), Chi Squared = 130.56. Section 2 of the SASSI 
(Obvious Attributes) was not entered because it did not add significant incremental 
variance over and above that from the TSARS factors and SASSI Subtle Attributes. 
Therefore, for the three variables entered, the eigenvalue was 0.71, with a canonical 
correlation of .65. The three variables accounted for about 41.63% of the variance 
between the substance abusing group and the controls.
Results of the classification by the TSARS factors and SASSI Subtle Attributes 
of subjects into substance abuse and control groups are presented in Table 11. These 
results show the combination of variables correctly classified 90.73% of the subjects. 
Substance abusers were classified correctly 67.9% of the instances, while controls 
were classified correctly 93.6% of the instances. These results are similar to results 
found in Table 8, which shows classification rates by the 53-item TSARS and SASSI 
total scores together.
This study also examined classification rates by the Substance Usage and 
Interpersonal Skills factors of the TSARS as well as the Substance Involvement and 
Psychosocial sections of the PEI and the Subtle Attributes and Obvious Attributes
Table 10
Wilks' Lambda. Univariate F-Ratio and Significance Level in Discriminant Function 
Analysis of TSARS Factors and SASSI Sections 1 and 2
Variables Wilks' Lambda Fa Significance
TSARS-SU 0.60 165.7 0 .0000
SASSI-SAT 0.59 85.74 0 .0000
TSARS-IS 0.58 57.53 0 .0000
Note. TSARS-SU = TSARS Substance Usage factor, SASSI-SAT = SASSI Subtle 
Attributes section, TSARS-IS = TSARS Interpersonal Skills factor; SASSI Obvious 
Attributes section not in analysis due to failure to add significant incremental variance 
to between groups discrimination. Variables are listed in the order in which they 
were entered by the program into the analysis. 
a 1,244 degrees of freedom.
Table 11
Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and Control Groups by the TSARS 
Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors and SASSI Subtle Attributes Section 
Together
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1 2
1 2 8 67.9% 32 .1%
2 220  6.4% 93.6%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 90.73%
sections of the SASSI. Tables 12 through 17 present this information. As presented in 
Table 12, the Substance Usage factor from the TSARS classified the highest percentage 
of substance abusing subjects correctly, while the Substance Involvement section of 
the PEI classified the highest overall percentage of subjects correctly (Table 14). The 
Subtle Attributes section of the SASSI (Table 16), the Interpersonal Skills factor of 
the TSARS (Table 13), and the Psychosocial section of the PEI (Table 15) exhibited 
the lowest percentages of correct classifications of subjects by group as well as being 
the most conservative in classifying subjects into the substance abuse group. Because 
of their obvious orientation toward substance usage per se, it was not surprising to 
find the Obvious Attributes section of the SASSI (Table 17), the Substance 
Involvement section of the PEI (Table 14), and the Substance Usage factor of the 
TSARS (Table 12) classified the greatest percentages of subjects correctly as 
substance abusers.
The significant discriminant functions produced in each of above analyses 
suggest the existence of linear combinations of dependent variables that maximally 
separate the between-subjects from the within-subjects contributions to the 
association. In other words, the significant results indicate subject differences 
between controls and substance abusers were significantly greater than subject 
differences within either group.
Lie Scale Validity. To determine if the TSARS Lie Scale was an adequate 
measure of the validity of the responses given to TSARS items, an analysis of the 
percentage of subjects responding in a similar manner to each Lie Scale item was 
examined. Winters and Henly (1989) used endorsement rates of >.90 and <.10 to 
determine the inclusion of items on their "Response Distortion" scales of the PEI.
Using the same criteria, 3 of the original 12 TSARS Lie Scale items did not have 
adequate endorsement rates for inclusion on the TSARS Lie Scale. The remaining 9 
TSARS Lie Scale items were retained for further analyses.
Table 12
TSARS Substance Usage Factor Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and
Control Groups
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1 2
1 5 0 58 .0% 42.0%
2 4 3 4  4.8% 95.2%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 91.32%
Table 13
TSARS Interpersonal Skills Factor Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing
and Control Groups
Predicted Grouo Membership
Actual Group n 1 2
1 4 9 2.0% 98.0%
2 4 2 3  2.8% 97.2%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 87.29%
Table 14
PEI Substance Involvement Section Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing
and Control Groups
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1 2
1 1 6 56 .3% 43 .8%
2 161 1.9% 98 .1%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 94.35%
Table 15
PEI Psychosocial Section Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and Control 
Groups
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1 2
1 1 6 25 .0% 75.0%
2 153  3.9% 96.1%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 89.35%
Table 16
SASSI Subtle Attributes Section Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and
Control Groups
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1
1 34  0 .0% 100.0%
2 264  0.0% 100.0%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 88.59%
Table 17
SASSI Obvious Attributes Section Classification of Subjects Into Substance Abusing and 
Control Groups
Predicted Group Membership 
Actual Group n 1
1 4 1 51 .2% 48 .8%
2 3 3 3  5.1% 94.9%
Note. Percent of total cases correctly classified: 90.11%
After three items that failed to meet the endorsement rate criteria were 
excluded, a frequency analysis was undertaken to determine if total scores on the 
remaining 9 items revealed a "typical" response pattern. The first analysis included 
512 subjects who responded to all 9 remaining Lie Scale items. The analysis showed 
that a typical response pattern did develop in the frequency of responses to the 9 items 
on the Lie Scale (see Figure 1). When subject responses were scored either a "1" or a 
"2" based on "yes" or "no" responses, 96% of the subjects scored between 13 and 17 
out of a possible 18.
A cross-validation sample of 64 randomly chosen subjects who answered all 9 
Lie Scale items yielded similar results, with 96% of the subjects scoring between 14 
and 17 (see Figure 2). Evidence from these analyses suggests that the 9 remaining Lie 
Scale items may be able to measure atypical response patterns that could affect the 
overall validity of responses to TSARS items.
In order to determine if the TSARS Lie Scale had adequate reliability to be a 
useful addition to the TSARS, Cronbach's Alpha was examined for the 9 items. For the 
original sample of 512 subjects, Alpha was 0.42. The 64 subject cross-validation 
sample exhibited Coefficient Alpha of 0.19. Therefore, further study of the TSARS 9- 
item Lie Scale's reliability is warranted.
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of 9-item Lie Scale items based on 512 subjects 
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of 9-item Lie Scale items based on 64 subjects used 
as a cross-validation sample (Number of subjects/Percentage of total subjects listed 
in parentheses. One * equals approximately 2.0 subjects).
D is c u s s io n
The purpose of the present study was to examine the reliability and validity of 
the Teen Substance Abuse Rating Scale (TSARS; Hemstreet, 1991) and explore further 
revision of the scale. The results of a principal components factor analysis revealed 2 
TSARS factors including 53 of the items. A confirmatory principal components factor 
analysis conducted on the 53 items suggested stability of the 2 factor structure of the 
TSARS. The factors were labeled "Substance Usage" and "Interpersonal Skills" and 
together accounted for 37.2% of the variance in TSARS scores. The internal 
consistency reliability of the 53-item TSARS was 0.94, while the internal 
consistency reliabilities of the Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors were 
0.95 and 0.88 respectively.
In order to support the convergent validity of the TSARS, correlations were 
examined between the TSARS and Personal Experience Inventory (PEI; Winters & 
Henly, 1989) and the TSARS and Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI; 
Miller, 1985). Total scores from the TSARS correlated significantly (p<.01) with 
both the PEI and SASSI total scores. In addition, the Substance Usage and Interpersonal 
Skills factors of the TSARS correlated significantly (p<.01) with the Substance 
Involvement and Psychosocial sections of the PEI and the Subtle Attributes and Obvious 
Attributes sections of the SASSI.
In order to examine the concurrent validity of the TSARS, separate 
discriminant function analyses were conducted with data from those subjects 
completing the TSARS and PEI and those subjects completing the TSARS and SASSI.
Using a stepwise discriminant function analysis procedure, the TSARS was entered 
first into the analysis of the TSARS and PEI and the analysis of the TSARS and SASSI. In 
the analysis of the TSARS and PEI data, the PEI did not add significant incremental 
variance over and above that accounted for by the TSARS. Thus, only the TSARS was
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used in the classification procedure. In the analysis of the TSARS and SASSI data, both 
variables accounted for significant unique variance between groups, and were used by 
the program in the classificatory analysis.
Stepwise discriminant function analyses were also completed using the 
Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors of the TSARS with the Substance 
Involvement and Psychosocial sections of the PEI or the Subtle Attributes and Obvious 
Attributes sections of the SASSI. In the analysis examining TSARS factors and PEI 
sections, both TSARS factors and the Psychosocial section of the PEI added significant 
incremental variance to the discrimination between substance abusers and controls. 
When TSARS factors and SASSI sections were analyzed, both TSARS factors and the 
Subtle Attributes section of the SASSI added significant incremental variance to the 
discrimination between groups.
The 2 TSARS factors and 2 sections each of the PEI and SASSI were also 
examined in isolation to determine each measure's ability to correctly classify 
adolescent substance abusers from this sample. The Substance Involvement section of 
the PEI classified the highest percentage of subjects by group overall, while the 
Substance Usage factor of the TSARS exhibited the highest percentage of correct 
substance abuser classifications. In general, the three measures purported to measure 
substance use per se (i.e., Substance Usage factor of the TSARS, Substance Involvement 
section of the PEI, and Obvious Attributes section of the SASSI) had the highest rates of 
correct classification by group, particularly with adolescent substance abusers.
The final analyses conducted in this study involved the Lie Scale from the 
TSARS. The original 12-item Lie Scale was decreased to 9 items. A frequency analysis 
revealed that 96% of the subjects scored in a similar range on the Lie Scale. This was 
also the case with a cross-validation sample. The internal consistency reliability of 
the 9-item Lie Scale was 0.42, with Cronbach's Alpha of 0.19 in the cross-validation 
sample. Though it shows some promise, the 9-item Lie Scale must be further
examined to determine if it has adequate reliability to consistently detect atypical 
response patterns on the TSARS.
In the design of the TSARS, an attempt was made to address several 
considerations listed by Winters (1990) and Swadi (1990) that may increase the 
response validity of self-report measures of adolescent substance abuse. In addition, 
the technical adequacy of the TSARS was examined in accordance with the Standards for 
Educational and Psychological Testing (APA, 1985).
The first of Swadi's concerns regarded response rates on self-report 
questionnaires. The TSARS is a relatively brief questionnaire that is simple to read 
(i.e., mid-fifth grade level) and complete (i.e., respondents simply circle either "Yes" 
or "No"). Because respondents could quickly and easily complete the TSARS, it was 
expected that the response rate would be high. With a high response rate, it is more 
likely that TSARS results would be meaningful in the determination of substance abuse 
treatment or programming. Because respondents in this study were asked to complete 
additional questionnaires along with the TSARS (usually prior to the TSARS), 
objective data regarding differential response rates on the TSARS and PEI or SASSI was 
not meaningful. Anecdotal reports from participants, however, consistently indicated 
a preference for the TSARS answer format over those of the PEI and SASSI, as well as a 
preference for the length of the TSARS in comparison to the PEI.
Swadi (1990) suggested that the internal consistency of any self-report 
substance abuse measure should be ascertained as support for response validity. The 
TSARS' internal consistency (Alpha=0.94) suggests it is a relatively reliable 
measure. Swadi suggested also that the test-retest reliability of a self-report 
substance abuse measure be determined to support its stability over time. An attempt 
was made in the present study to show the TSARS to have adequate test-retest stability, 
however, due to sample problems that were impossible to foresee, it was not possible
to deduce whether the TSARS had acceptable test-retest reliability. Further research 
with the TSARS may be able to show that TSARS responses are stable over time.
Swadi (1990) would agree the moderate to high correlations between the 53- 
item TSARS and two other measures of adolescent substance abuse, the PEI and SASSI, 
suggest the TSARS may be a measure of a construct similar to that measured by the PEI 
and SASSI. The Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills factors of the TSARS also 
correlated significantly with the PEI, the SASSI, and the Substance Involvement and 
Psychosocial sections of the PEI and Subtle Attributes and Obvious Attributes sections 
of the SASSI. Correlations were particularly strong between the Substance Usage 
factor of the TSARS and sections of the PEI and SASSI that most overtly concern 
substance usage.
As suggested in the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (APA, 
1985), the concurrent validity of the TSARS was examined via discriminant function 
analysis. It was shown that the TSARS total score significantly discriminated between 
adolescent substance abusers and a control sample. Stepwise procedures comparing 
the TSARS and PEI and the TSARS and SASSI consistently entered the TSARS into the 
analysis at the first step, suggesting that, in the present study, the 53-item TSARS 
total score accounted for a greater percentage of the variance between groups that did 
either the total scores of the PEI or SASSI.
Results of classificatory discriminant function analyses showed the TSARS 
classified subjects into correct groups with 92.65% accuracy. The TSARS in isolation 
identified 63.8% of the adolescent substance abusers correctly, while in conjunction 
with the SASSI, the TSARS identified 57.1% of the adolescent substance abusers 
correctly. This result is important because it is crucial that adolescents in need of 
treatment for substance abuse be accurately identified so they can receive treatment. 
This is particularly true when the costs to society of adolescent substance abuse are 
considered (Anglin & Speckart, 1988; Deschenes, Anglin, & Speckart, 1991).
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Therefore, if the goal is to identify adolescent substance abusers in a group rather than 
screen out nonabusers from the group, the TSARS is a promising option, though 
further study is necessary before it should be considered a formal part of the 
identification process. Even though 63.8% of the substance abusers were correctly 
identified by the TSARS, almost 40% were not. Hence, other methods of identification 
would also be recommended to improve the percent of correct classifications as 
adolescent substance abusers.
Of the variables examined in this study, those with the greatest accuracy were 
typically those directly related to substance usage (i.e., TSARS Substance Usage factor, 
PEI Substance Involvement section, and SASSI Obvious Attributes section). Variables 
less directly related to substance usage (i.e., Interpersonal Skills factor of the TSARS, 
PEI Psychosocial section, SASSI Subtle Attributes section), while not as successful in 
identifying substance abusers correctly, may still have some value in treatment or 
prevention planning because of their focus on related areas (Winters, 1990).
In fact, another suggestion for improving the validity of self-report measures 
of substance abuse is the inclusion of related variables (Swadi, 1990). The TSARS 
was designed to include items related to social skills that could aid in the planning and 
design of treatment programs for adolescent substance abusers. The factor analysis 
revealed a stable 2 factor structure in the TSARS. Factor 1, Substance Usage was 
directly related to the use of substances by adolescents. Factor 2, Interpersonal 
Skills, however, addressed social skills that may be related to adolescent substance 
usage. Future research with the TSARS could focus on the utility of these factors in the 
design of treatment programs for adolescent substance abusers. If future research 
shows the TSARS can be successfully used to assign respondents to different treatment 
models, the TSARS may meet one of Winters' (1990) key assessment needs for 
adolescent substance abuse measures.
The TSARS includes a 9-item Lie Scale that has shown some promise as an 
indicator of atypical response patterns. Given the low internal consistency reliability 
found in this study, however, further work in the area of reliability is necessary 
before it could be used for such a purpose. Both Winters (1990) and Swadi (1990) 
suggested that self-report measures should contain a measure of response distortion.
It is possible the Lie Scale could be used to help in the determination of the validity of 
responses from particular individuals. Further study is needed to confirm the 
reliability and validity of the TSARS Lie Scale as a measure of atypical response 
patterns.
Limitations of This Study and Future Research Directions
There are certain aspects of the present study that may limit the applicability 
of the results. First, the examination of the results from the discriminant function 
analyses generally revealed conservative classification rates of subjects. There are 
several reasons why the numbers of false negatives and false positives may have been 
relatively high. The substance abusing group included subjects from both inpatient 
and outpatient treatment facilities. Based on earlier research (Hemstreet, 1990), it 
was hypothesized there would not be significant differences between self-report 
scores from these two groups of substance abusers. However, this may not have been 
the case in the present study. The number of false negatives may have been elevated 
because there may have been some difference in the degree or extent of the substance 
abuse by those substance abusers who were in inpatient versus outpatient treatment. 
The scales may have classified correctly only those substance abusers who were 
engaged in high frequency usage or who had a large number of associated problems. 
Therefore, if some adolescents in the substance abusing group were receiving 
treatment because of related behaviors or isolated incidents of substance abuse, they 
may not have been classified as substance abusers based on scale scores.
The explanation for the false positives may be more straightforward. In any 
given population of adolescents such as the control group, there are likely to be some 
adolescents who are abusing substances, but who have not been identified formally as 
such. It is probable that some of the false positives identified by the questionnaires 
fell into that category.
Further research should examine the possible difference between adolescents 
in inpatient and outpatient treatment programs. It is possible the self-report 
questionnaires were measuring a real difference between subjects that was identified 
prior to their placement in a treatment level. It is also possible some of the subjects 
in the substance abusing group were not substance abusers per se, but were placed 
into treatment based on a number of conditions with a primary presenting problem of 
substance abuse. An additional possibility is that questionnaires were not adequate in 
the discrimination of adolescent substance abusers from nonabusers. Replication 
studies could answer some of the ambiguity regarding such possibilities.
Another limitation is the inability of this study to determine accurately the 
test-retest reliability of the TSARS. Because retest data were impossible to match 
properly with their original test scores, test-retest reliability results could not be 
computed. Therefore, it is suggested that any further research conducted using the 
TSARS examine the test-retest stability of TSARS responses prior to making claims 
about validity.
It is important to remember, though this study showed the 53-item TSARS was 
capable of discriminating significantly between substance abusers and controls, no 
self-report measure should be used as the sole determinant of placement of an 
adolescent into treatment for substance abuse. The TSARS is designed to be one element 
in this determination. Further research could determine if the TSARS could assist in 
the design of treatment programs that are more effective than current programs
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Although social skills deficits have been shown to correlate highly with 
adolescent substance abuse (Hemstreet, 1990) and the remediation of certain social 
skills deficits may have an impact on adolescent substance abuse (e.g., Goldstein, 
Reagles, & Amann, 1990), there are other variables (e.g., deviant peer group, poor 
family relationships) that also could be related to adolescent substance abuse. 
Correlational studies do not constitute evidence of causality, so studies employing 
correlational analyses may not be helpful in treatment or prevention program 
planning. Very few longitudinal studies have been conducted to determine causal 
factors in adolescent substance abuse. Those that have been done suffer from 
methodological flaws that are difficult to overcome and limit the applicability of 
results. Longitudinal studies of TSARS responses and/or other related variables over 
time may provide some answers to the question of causality of adolescent substance 
usage in the future.
In sum, the revised 53-item TSARS is a relatively brief measure of adolescent 
substance abuse written such that the items represent behaviors rather than traits or 
personality factors. This study has shown the TSARS correlated significantly with two 
other measures of adolescent substance abuse, the PEI and SASSI. The TSARS yielded 2 
factors, Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills, which correlated significantly with 
the Substance Involvement and Psychosocial sections of the PEI and the Subtle 
Attributes and Obvious Attributes sections of the SASSI. The strongest correlations 
were between the TSARS factor and sections of the PEI and SASSI related most overtly 
to substance usage. Further, the TSARS and its factors discriminated significantly 
between adolescent substance abusers and an adolescent control sample. Additional 
research is needed to determine whether the Substance Usage and Interpersonal Skills 
factors of the TSARS could be valuable in planning effective treatment designs and 
whether the 9-item Lie Scale could be used to detect atypical response patterns to the 
TSARS.
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Appendix A 
Teen Substance Abuse Rating Scale
Please circle Y for "yes" or N for "no" to answer the following 
questions about your current behaviors. Choose the answer that 
best fits your typical behavior.
1. When someone criticizes you, do you listen to what
the person has to say? Y N
2. Do you ever watch television? Y N
3. Do you drink alcohol or use drugs? Y N
4. Does drinking alcohol or using drugs make it
easier for you to talk with members of the
opposite sex? Y N
5. Do you plan to go to college? Y N
6. Have you ever gotten into a fight with someone
due to your drinking alcohol or using drugs? Y N
7. When something goes wrong, do others automatically
assume that it was your fault? Y N
8. Do you think it is okay for two adults in love
to get married and have children? Y N
9. Have you ever gotten into a fight or an 
argument with a friend due to your drinking
alcohol or using drugs? Y N
10. Have you ever tried to give up using alcohol
or drugs? Y N
11. Do you use alcohol or drugs as a means of escape? Y N
12. Can you have fun without using alcohol or drugs? Y N
13. Does anybody in your family have an alcohol
or drug problem? Y N
14. Have you ever stolen or done something illegal
to obtain alcohol or drugs? Y N
15. Have you ever forgotten what happened when you



















Have you ever "day-dreamed" in class and not really 
heard what the teacher was talking about? Y n
Has your alcohol or drug usage had any effect
on your health in general? Y n
Have you ever had trouble with the police due
to your drinking alcohol or using drugs? Y n
Do you think about using alcohol or drugs at
times when your mind should be on something else
(for example at school or work)? Y N
Are you willing to compromise with your parents 
or teachers when you have a disagreement? Y N
Have you ever used alcohol or drugs when you had
planned not to use them? Y N
Does schoolwork seem less important to you now
than it did before you started using alcohol
or drugs? Y n
Does drinking alcohol or using drugs make it
easier for you to talk with other people? Y N
Do you use alcohol or drugs when you are lonely
or sad? Y N
Have you had problems at school or work due to
your alcohol or drug use? Y N
Do you feel that you can do things better when
you are drunk or high than you can when you
are sober? Y N
Have you ever wished you had something you could
not afford? Y N
Do your best friends use alcohol or drugs as
much as you? Y N
While using alcohol or drugs, have you ever
done something that you later regret? Y N
Have you ever told a lie to cover for a friend? Y N
Do you feel good ubuut yumselt when you are sober? Y N




















Does your alcohol or drug use help to build
your courage? Y N
Have you ever lied to anyone about your alcohol
or drug usage? Y H
Once you start using alcohol or drugs, is it
difficult to stop before you are drunk or high? Y N
Would you work in a fast food restaraunt if you
were not paid? Y N
Are you able to listen to other people's problems 
without relating them back to your own problems? Y N
When someone criticizes you, do you become angry
with him/her? Y N
Do you sometimes do strange things just to see how 
others will react? Y N
Have you .ever driven a car while under the
influence of alcohol or drugs? Y U
Are you polite to most people that you meet? Y N
Have you ever felt that you have been unjustly
punished? Y N
Do you think it is wrong to tell lies to cover
for someone else? Y H
Would you like to get married and have children
some day? Y N
Would you rather win a game gracefully than lose
it and be a poor sport? Y N
When you were upset, have you ever used alcohol
or drugs to make you feel better? Y N
Do you plan to finish high school? Y N
Do you drink alcohol or use drugs more than
once per week? Y N
Do you get angry when people express opinions
that differ troni your own? Y N

















6 6 . 
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Does waiting in line make you angry? Y N
Do other kids in school like you as much as
they 6hould? Y n
When you make a. mistake, are you willing to
admit it? Y N
Has anyone ever told you that you were not
listening to him/her? Y N
Do you go along with friends who do something you
think is wrong just so you will "fit in" with them? Y N
Have you ever been sick enough to stay home
from school? Y N
Do you find it easy to make friends at school? Y N
Do you compliment others when you think they
have done a good job? y n
Is it easy for you to start a conversation with
someone whom you do not know? Y N
Are you involved in any clubs or sports at school? Y N
Do you ever volunteer to help other students or
the teacher in class? Y N
Do you sometimes think you may have an alcohol
or drug problem? Y N
Do you think of yourself as "popular" in school? Y H
Have you ever told a lie? Y N
Have your grades dropped since before you started
using alcohol or drugs? Y N
When something bad happens to someone else, do
you feel sorry for that person? Y N
Have you ever used alcohol or drugs before or
during school? y n
Do you calmly discuss differences when you
disagree with someone else? Y N




















Do you drink alcohol or use drugs daily? Y N
Do you finish the crossword puzzle in the
newspaper every day? y n
When a friend is upset, do you listen to what
he/she has to say? y n
When you are angry, do you try to control your
temper? Y n
Do you feel comfortable talking to members of the 
opposite sex? Y n
Have you ever argued with your parents due to
your drinking alcohol or using drugs? Y N
Do you feel confident on dates? Y N
Do you listen to adults when they tell you
something? Y N
Do you listen to friends when they talk about
their problems? Y N
Do you always read school text books from cover
to cover before the reading is assigned? Y N
Do you ask friends for help with your problems? Y N
Do you feei embarassed when members of the
opposite sex give you attention? Y N
Are you willing to compromise with friends when
you argue about something? Y n
Do you ever stay awake past 10:00pm even though
the next day is a school day? Y n
Do you ask others before borrowing their things? Y N
Do you feel good about yourself when you are
drunk or high? Y n
Do you drink alcohol or use drugs in the morning? Y N
Have you ever told a lie to cover for a brother
or sister? Y  n
Were you younger than 14 years old when you
first drank alcohol or used drugs? Y N
89. Have you ever told a lie to cover for a parent? Y N
90. If you are attracted to a member of the opposite
sex, do you ask him/her out on a date? Y N
91. Do you ever feel so mad that you could swear
out loud? Y N
92. Does it make you feel good when someone compliments
you on a job well done? Y N
Appendix B 
Control Group Informed Consent Letter
TO: Parents of adolescents in...:
I am currently a Doctoral Candidate at Louisiana State University and a 
Psychologist for Natrona County School District #1. I would like to ask for your 
child's participation in a research study being done as partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for my degree. Your child will be asked to complete two surveys 
regarding the usage or non-usage of substances. The total amount of time it will take 
to complete these questionnaires is estimated at from 15 minutes to one-half hour. 
Information gathered from these questionnaires about your child will not be shared 
with the staff at his/her school or with the Natrona County Public Schools. No names 
will be used on the surveys and all information will be analyzed on a group basis 
rather than individually.
As a volunteer, your child will retain the right to withdraw from the study at 
any time. Each participant will be assigned a number so that no names will be 
required on the questionnaires and anonymity can be assured. Individual information 
included on each survey will be limited to age, grade, sex, race, and prior substance 
abuse treatment history. Some participants may be asked to complete the 
questionnaires again at a later date in order to determine if their answers have changed 
over time. These students will all be chosen at random from the group of participants.
The main purpose of this study is to help schools and treatment facilities work 
with students who may have substance abuse problems. These surveys will provide 
information on how secondary students report their own usage or non-usage of
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substances. Such information will be very important in the prevention, 
identification, and treatment of adolescent substance abuse.
If you have further questions regarding this study, please contact Brett 
Hemstreet at Roosevelt Center (577-4632). Thank you very much for your time and 
consideration.
S incerely,
Brett E. Hemstreet 
School Psychologist, NCSD #1
I understand that all information gathered will be treated as confidential and will be 
destroyed upon completion of the project. No child or family will be identified. Data 
analysis will be on a group basis only.
 Yes, I give permission for my child to be included in the project.
No, I do not want my child to participate.
Appendix C
Substance Abusing Group Informed Consent Letter
TO: Parents of adolescents in...:
I am currently a Doctoral Candidate at Louisiana State University and a 
Psychologist for Natrona County School District #1. I would like to ask for your 
child's participation in a research study being done as partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for my degree. Your child will be asked to complete two surveys 
regarding the usage or non-usage of substances. The total amount of time it will take 
to complete these questionnaires is estimated at from 15 minutes to one-half hour.
As a volunteer, your child will retain the right to withdraw from the study at 
any time. Each participant will be assigned a number so that no names will be 
required on the questionnaires and anonymity can be assured. Individual information 
included on each survey will be limited to age, grade, sex, race, and prior substance 
abuse treatment history. Some participants may be asked to complete the 
questionnaires again at a later date in order to determine if their answers have changed 
over time. These students will all be chosen at random from the group of participants.
The main purpose of this study is to help schools and treatment facilities work 
with students who may have substance abuse problems. These surveys will provide 
information on how secondary students report their own usage or non-usage of 
substances. Such information will be very important in the prevention, 
identification, and treatment of adolescent substance abuse.
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If you have further questions regarding this study, please contact Brett 
Hemstreet at Roosevelt Center (577-4632). Thank you very much for your time and 
consideration.
S incerely,
Brett E. Hemstreet 
School Psychologist, NCSD #1
I understand that all information gathered will be treated as confidential and will be
destroyed upon completion of the project. No child or family will be identified. Data
analysis will be on a group basis only.
 Yes, I give permission for my child to be included in the project.
No, I do not want my child to participate.
Vi t a
Brett E. Hemstreet, M.A. is currently completing his Doctoral studies at 
Louisiana State University. He is also employed with the Natrona County School 
District #1 as a senior psychologist. Mr. Hemstreet's current job duties include 
assessment, consultation, and designing behavioral and academic interventions for 
students experiencing difficulties in the school setting. Mr. Hemstreet is also 
responsible for the supervision of Diagnosticians in several schools at NCSD #1.
Mr. Hemstreet's interests are in the areas of adolescent substance abuse 
assessment and the development of a behavioral survey to assess adolescent substance 
abuse and social skills that may be coexisting. He also is involved in research on the 
functional analysis of self-injurious behaviors and extreme aggression in 
developmentally disabled adults.
Mr. Hemstreet has recently accepted a Psychologist position at the Beatrice 
State Developmental Center. He will begin working there in July 1993.
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